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ATOL!IZATIOIT OF LIQUID FUELS.* 

By Dr. R. Kuelin. 

PART III. 

Critical Discussion of the Experimental Results 

First of all, it has been established that the atomiza-*

tion is very uneven. This is especially noticeable at low 

pressures, where, indeed, most of the drops are quite large, 

but where there are already traces of an oil cloud, which 

consists of vei'y fine drops. 

If we separate the drops into three classes and desig-

nate those having a diameter of over 0.1 nrn as "large," those 

having a diameter of less than 0.05 mm as "small 1' and those 

of intermediate diameter as "medium, 11 we can then describe 

the course Cf the atomization, vdth increasing pressure, as 

follows: The large drops, formed at lower pressures, contin-

ually decrease in number, s the pressure increases, and fi-

nally vanish altogether at very high pressures. Conversely, 

the medium drops and, to a still greater degree, the small 

-	 drops increase in number. The mcan diameter of a large num-

•	 ber of drops nist accordingly diminish with increase in pres-

sure. If,onthco-thcr hand, we should measure the individual 
* From 11 Dor Motorwaen," Dcc. 10, 1924; Jan. 20, and. Feb. 10, 
1925. For Parts I and. II, see N.A.C.A. Technical Memorandums 
i"os	 29 aria. 330.
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drops, we would almost always find representatives of all thc 

orders of magnitude. This is demonstrated by the experimental 

results. If the prc.3surc is increased from the moment when 

the atomization cone first attains its full developm&it, ie., 

from about 10 kg/cm to 42 kg/cm2, the mean diameter of the 

gas-oil drops decreases from about 0.11 mm to 0.075 mm and of 

the kerosene drops from 0.08 to 0.055 mm. 

The results of the indivMual measurements differ consid-

erably from the above figures. They cannot be combined in a 

curve but only included in a zone. The size of individual 

drops can be either far above or far below the size of the 

drops in this zone. Neighboring drops in the same jet can 

differ several fold from one another in size. It seems as 

if the atomization becomes more uniform with increasing pres-

sure. As a matter of fact, most of the large drops disappear 

at moacrate pressures and the zone grows narrower. At higher 

pressures, the ator.ization appears.to become more uniform, be-

cause the eye cannot distinruish tho different sizes of the 

small drops clearly enou;h. No narrowing of the zone could, 

however, be confirmed experimentally (Fig. 14). The fine oil 

cloud, which is formed in ever increasing degree at higher 

•	 pressures and which continues to hover close under the nozzle, 

is vary much finer than the small drops in the atomization 

•	 cone. Since only a portion of this cloud reaches the smoked 

•	 glass an is hard to distinguish with the eye, it is probable
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that, at higher pressures, the actual mean diameter is smaller 

than the one found by measurement. This fine cloud, however, 

constitutes only a negligible portion of the weight of the 

whole fuel jet. This may be of some importance for the corn-

•	 bustion in an engine, as the combustion is presumably initiated 

or accelerated by it. The real combustion, however, which does 

the work in an engine, is that of the conical portion of the 

jet, since this contains nearly all the injected fuel; ThCre-

•	 suits of our experiments apply to the conical jets. Moreover, 

if we are to establish any connection between the degree of 

atomization and the combustion defects, like backfiring, in-

complete combustion, carbon deposits, etc., we must devote 

our attention chiefly to the largest drops ±n the jet. In 

this case,. vie must elevate the upper limit of the zones. 

In order to discover the relation between the decrease 

in the size of the drops and the atomization pressure, the cx-

perirnental aluss were plotted on a system of coordinates with 

logarithmic divisions. We thus obtained Fig. 24 for gas oil 

'and Fig. 25 for kerosonc. 

The results of the various gas-oil experiments, with and 

without an atomizer rod, are included in a common zone. They 

demonstrate that no charge in the spiral motion nor broadening 

of the cone, at constant atomization pressure, produces any 

noteworthy change ir the size of the drops. This result seems 

-	 to be inconsistent with the finer appearance of the broader jet.
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This inconsistency is oxplaincd, how3vcr, by the fact that, for 

'.ider anglos, the drops separate more and thc whole jet thus bc-

comes clearer and more transparent. Soreovcr, the jet, by rca-

son of its roater width, comes into contact with a larger 

quantity of air, 'rihich it sets into eddying motions. Since, 

however, the kincn.tic energy of a wido jet is less, at the 

same atomization pressure, than that of a narrow jet (duo to 

the fact that a portion of the pressure is absorbed. in the pro-

duction of the stronger spiral motion and that consequently, 

the discharge velocity is groatly diminished.), the wide jet 

cannot impart so much motion to the surrounding air and the 

absolute velocity of the individual drops in the jet decreases 

much faster than in the narrow jet. The smaller drops, in par-

ticular, are soon deflected from the jet by the air in front 

of it and converted into a cloud which gives the jet a consid-

erably finer appearance. 

The zonss for both gas oil and kerosene are plotted in 

Fig. 26. At the higher atoutization pressures, both zones are 

nearly ,straiht and parallel. In each zone there is drawn a 

central lcngitudinal line, vihich indicates, for each atomiza-

tion prsure, the approximate mean diameter of the drops in 

all the experiments. These lines begin to run aporoximately 

straight in the gas-oil zone at about 20 kg/cm2 and in the 

kei'senc zone at about 7 kg/cm2, i.e., after the atomization 

cone has assu:od its final form. Above these pressures, they
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can therefore be replaced. by straight lines. If these lines 

are extended to their points of intersection with the axco of 

the coordinates, foriiulas can be viriten for them. Thcse form-

ulas show the relation between the mean drop diamoter and the 

atomization pressure, but, of course, only for the pressure 

region in which the central lines of the zonos are straight. 

Other formulas must thorofore be used in the region of smaller 

atomization pressures. Since the zones hero widen so much 

riore rapidly with respect to the decrease in pressure, it fi-

nally becomes difficult, in thØ region of the lowest pressures, 

to find, any mean drop diameter. In this region the atomiza-

tion cone is still in the formative stage and the atomization 

begins at the bottom of a long closed oil spray. Consequently 

the measurconts of thc drops are no longer reliable, bccause 

the oil is cut by the shutter. This region, however, is of 

very little importance from the technical standpoint. In the 

region of the high atomization pressures, the validity of the 

fornrulas is established only to the limits reached in our 

atomization experiments. It is not imorobable, however, that 

the central lncs of the zones follow a nearly straight course 

even beyond thcsc limits, at least in the adjacent region of 

higher pressure. 

In determining the formulas for the straight lines, care 

must be taken to 1 egin with 1 in the origin of the coordinates 

for X : 0 and y = 0 in the logarithmic diagram, since
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0 = log 1. Hence our dagrai reoeive a special scale of 

height by letting ci = 1 for the dreps of 0.01 rm diameter. 

Then the actual diar.eter of the dropz. is D 	 d./l00. If, cor-

responding to the intersection points of the straight lines 

with the axes of the coordinates, we further denote by d0 

the largest mean diameter of the di'ops at a minimum pressure 

p 1 and	 the maximum pressure at the smallest mean 

diameter of the drops ci = 1, we then have 

ci = l g -	 lg p or ig ci =	 g e	
lg 

and we obtain for both experimental liquids (due to the paral-

lelism of the straight lines) the comron eqüions 

D = 0.01	 or D = 0.01 / 

In bpth equations, do or Pe is apparently a function of 

the physical characteristics of the liquid and of the medium 

in which the liquid is atomized, i.e., of their viscosity, cap-

illarity arid specific grav..ity, as also of the shape of the noz-

zle. For the atomization of a given liquid in a given medium 

through a nozzle of a given type, we tray regard the values of 

d0 and	 e as constant. In this case we obtain, for the re-

lation of the diameter of the drops and the atomization pres-

sure, D 82p = a constant. 

If io compare the course of the gas-oil ai kerosene zones, 

it immediately appears that the gas-oil zone is shifted by al-
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most thrce-fold. presuro toward the ri1it with reference to the 

kerosene zone, i.e., ;vo must employ three times as much pres-

sure for gas .oil as for kerosene, in order to obtain drops of 

the same size. We thus obtain Pkcr. : Pg.o. = 1 : 3.05. If, 

on the other hand, we compare the properties of the liquids 

we find, that the kinematic viscosity of gas oil is also about 

three times as great as that of kerosene. It is 

-	 1'ker.	 1'g.o. = 0.023 : 0.074 = 1 : 3.22. We can according;y 

write, in this special case, 

Pker. : Pg.o.	 1'kor. : 1'g.o. or P : 1	 constant. 

•	 For. e we obtain, after computing the constants, 

= 1,260,0001' and corre'spondin1y for the drop diameter 

D0.4 

If vie exardne this equation theoretically with respect to its 

qualitative correctness, we obtain, for the kinematic viscosity 

U	 /P , according to Reynolds law, 
D	 const. _'?_ = const. -i? --- = const. I-

C	 A/P 

and, for the kinematic capillarity k a/P , * 

D	 conet. 4 conet. _-
cp -________ 

* Surface energy	 surface tension x area; hence E = aF. 
If the e:ery of flow is contained in thc surface energy, we 
have, vihcn r = the radius of the drops, z the number of 
drops and c th velocity.
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= ctF 

•	 GC2_az4r2 
2g 

•	

TT r3rY z -= a z 411 :i? 

	

.1 1 , C 2	 a 

_______	 a r P C	 const. or for k =C.'.

r C 2 = const. 
k 

It is obvious that when the first power of p stands in 

the denominator, the square of i' must stand in the numerator 

and that the quantity k also belongs in the numerator. 

The latter does not come into the formula, because, in our

	

experimental liquids, kker. kg.o. 32.6	 32.8, or alost 

1. The above formula therefore applies quantitatively only 

to a short portion of the zones and indeed exclusively to 

both our experimental liquids and to our nozzle. For the 

following reasons also, the formula can make no claim to gen-

eral applicability. It contains the quantity p as the only 

variable. The prcsure, as measured in our experiments, can-

not, however, be exclusively decisive or the degree of atom-

ization. Since the nozzle was only borrowed and therefore 

could not be drilled, the prcssue could only be measured at 

the fuel , pump. Pressure is lost, however, in the pipes, in
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the strainer which is located just in front of the injection 

valve and in the injection valve itself. A further portion of 

the pressure is absorbod in ;cneratin the spiral motion 

through the atomizer rod. Hence only a variable fraction of 

the measured pressure is converted into velocity at the mouth 

of the nozzle, as can be readily see from the course of the 

discharge and t curves. For judging -the size of the drops,, 

it is therefore more irortant to consider its relation to 

the discharge velocity. 

In order to plot the size of the drops against their ve-

locity, we rust first determine the absolute velocity of the 

jot at the mouth of the nozzle. Tho ftcl receives a radial 

velocity component from the spiral motion' generated by the 

atomizer rod. ConLequcr.tly the axial velocity, as determined 

by measuring the cischarge, is more or less below the abso-

lute velocity, according to th pitch of the spiral. Hence 

the difference between the axial and &solute velocities must 

first be determined. The measurements of the cone angle and 

thc discharge coefficients for the higher atomization pres-

	

sures, gave the following fairly constant values:	 - 

	

For	 soil 

	

Nozzle without atomize' 	 3.5°	 = 0.78 

with old	 26.5	 0.74 

I'	 ft	 atomizer II	 43.0	 = 0.54 

III 49.0	 = 0.51
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For kerosene 

Nozzle without atomizer 	 450	 p.	 0.80 

"	 with old	 27.5	 p. = 0.77 

It	 atomizer II	 40.0	 p. = 050 

ft	 It	 III	 44.0	 p. = 0.50 

It is obvious that the spiral motion (or conical shape 

of the jet) considerably affects the discharge coefficients. 

When we consider the p. curves and compare them with the curves 

of the cone angles, it is especially noticeable that, at the 

moment when the cone attains its 'ull development, tho IJ 

curves change, with a rather short bond, into an almost hori-

zontal direction. The greater the angle, the marc pronounced 

is this phenomenon. It is also worthy of note that, for atom-

izors II and III, which have like-pitched grooves, the same 

spiral motion and almost the same cone angle, the discharge 

coefficients p. are almoct thQ same, although atomizer III has 

three grooves and atomizer II only two grooves. The total 

cross-sections of the goovcs are therefore as 3 : 2 and the 

fuel velocities in tho 'roovcs as 2 : 3. The losscs due to 

friction at this point aie approximately as the squares of tho 

velocities. Consequently the pressure losses, due to fric-

tion in tho roovcs of the atomizer rods, caanot be large. 

Since the pressure losses from friction, in the whole system 

of tubes from the punp to the injection valve, are equal for 

all the different atomizcrs,* the large reduction of about 30 

* See note, foot ol' p.11.
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In it is apparently due to the large resistance offered to 

tho strong spiral motion of atomizers II and III in the narrow 

valve bore. A large portion of the pump pressure must be cm-

ploycd to overcome this resistance. It Is remarkable that the 

old atomizer gives a cone angle of about 27°, whereby t do-

creases by only a very small percentage. The great pressure 

expenditure for producing the spiral motion occurs on increas-

ing the cone angle from about 270 to about 440• Since the 

pitch of the grooves in both the now atomizers is to the pitch 

in the old atomizer as 1 : 2, while the tangents of the corre-

sponding halves of the cone angle are approximately as 1:: 1.7, 

a larger portion of the radial velocity component is turned 

•	 back by the friction in the long narrow nozzle bore into an 

axial direction, thereby requiring a still further ecpcndi-

ture of pressure. With an equally strong spiral motion, the 

difference in the viscosity of the liquids seems to affect 

the discharge coeff±cjt but very slightly, since the corre-

sponding values of p for gas oil and kerosene differ but 

little. Still their influence on the formation of the cone 

seems to be of a complex nature since the more viscous gas 

oil produces, with a weaker spiral motion, a somewhat narrower - 

(Ref. on Page 10.) 
* Since no change was made in the pressure piping during the 
whole series of exTocriments, the velocities in the pipes in the 
experiments with atomizers II and III must be smaller, on ac-
count of the lower discharge velocities, Hence the pressure - 
losses, due to friction in the pipes, must also be smaller than 
in th experiments with the old atomizer or without any atomizer.
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cone, but, with a stronger spiral motion, a somewhat broader 

cone, than the less viscous kcrosenea In the passage of the 

oil into and through the nozzle, the spiral motion is strongly 

affected. by the internal friction of the oil particles among 

themselves and between them and the closely surrounding walls. 

This process and. the resulting radial velocity component of 

the jet on leaving the nozzle can hardly be computed, due to 

the roughness of the inside of the nozzle, the rounding of 

the edges and especially the conicity of the passage into the 

nozzle. In the latter a hardly noticeable obstacle can pro-

• -	 duce a spiral motion, which (according to the law that the 

periphcral velocity x the radius is a constant) can become 

very strong, as is often observed in an ordinary funnel, and 

this spiral motion alone ofton suffices to produce a broad 

cone without any special atomizer rods. Since the effects 

of friction and the shape of the nozzle cannot be disregarded, 

it appears useless to try to compute the radial components of 

the discharge velocity from the pitch of the atomizer grooves. 

We can, however, regard the outside of the cone as the surface, 

into which the jet is deflected by the spiral motion. Most of 

the drops of the jet lie inside the surface of the cone and 

are but slightly dcflcted. We have noticed, however, that 

the cone is produced by the tearing of an oil spray, which is 

formed immediately under the nozzle and has a bulge (Fig. 21,K). 

Hence the opiral motion probably corresponds to a somewhat 
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larger cone c.nle than the actual one, which Is ciminished by 

the contraction of the oil. spray, as aconseq.ience of its sur-

face tension. We will theefore ass1'me, according to a rough 

estimate, tha the axial dichrge velocity decreases as the 

cosine of half -the cone angl€'. We accordingly obtair. the 

following absolute discharge e1ocities c: 

For nozzle without atomizcr, c = w; 

11 the old nozzle,	 c = w/cos 13.50	 w/O.97; 

" nozzle 1,	 c	 w/cos 21°	 = w/O.93; 

I,	 C = W/CO5 22 0	 = w/0.92. 

Here w is the axial velocity, obtained from tho discharge 

measurements and shown in Figs. 19 and 20. 

•

	

	 If the diameters of the drops are plotted in a logarith-



mic system of coordinates, this time against c, we obtain 

Fig. 27 for gas oil and Fig. 28 for kerosene. In Fig. 29 the 

zones for both gas oil ana kerosene drops are plotted. 

Straight lines were drawn through the zones and the formulas 

were worked out in the manner already described. In those 

formulas e is replaced by c 0 = the maximum jet velocity 

• (for th smallest mean drop diameter d 1) and d 0 the 

grcatcst mean drop diameter at the minimum jet velocity of 

e = 1. Thus we obtain: 

1. For gas oil, nozzle with old atomizer or without any 

atomizer,	 •. 

D = 0.012 2/ 
= OeOl	 or	 2 c = const.
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2. For gas oil, nozzle with atomizers II and. III, 

2. 33 

D = o.,oi - 0.01	 or 02.33 c = const. 
23/C 

3. For kerosene, nozzle with old atomizer, 
.53 

0 = 0.01 = 0.01 c = const., 253j

14 

From the 0-c diagrams, It is first obvious that the spiral 

motion affects the size of the drops. At the same discharge 

velocity, we obtain much smaller drops with atomizers II and 

III than with the old atomizer or without any atomizer., In 

the 0-p diagrams this was not manifest, because so much more 

pressure was required for producing the strong spiral motion 

and. because the discharge velocity falls correspondingly so 
pump 

much that, for the same prsure, the drops have nearly the 

same size. 

Comparison of the zones in Fig. 29, or of the above forr'ru-

las, shows that d0 not only changes according to the experi-

mental liquid and therefore depends on its physical properties, 

but also diminishes as the spiral motion increases and must 

therefore depend on the mechanical processes employed in the 

atomization. Similar conclusions n4 also opparently be drawn 
from the exponents of the equations. Since the exponent in-

crcasos as d 0 decreases, the zones in the D-w diagrams do 

not continue parallel, but lie the farthest apart at thc small-

et discharge velocities and converge as thc velocity increases. 

W9 find an analogy for this converging of the zones in the f or-
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-	 mation of thc constrictions in thc closed jet, especially with 

-	 a small spirsi motion, where the differoncos in the pressures. 

-	 required to produce the samc shape of jet in both experimental 

liquids, do not increase in the same dcgrc as thc pressure. 

The convergin of the zones leads to the conclusion that at 

very high discharge velocities, the diameters of the drop3 in 

both liquids will finally be aporoximately the same. This 

conclusion can bo drarn, however, only with reservations. If 

we arc to picture to ourselves th& further course of the 
I'

zones, b eyond our experimental domain, we must first find 

whether tho zones can actually continue to be rectilinear over

a larger region. In the region of our experiments, the cen-

tral lines of the zones are only approximately straight and 

this is true, :oreovcr, only for the second portion of the 

zones. The ahsolute velocity c is the quotient of the ax-

ial discharge velocity of the jet w and. the cosine of half 

the con angle p . The. experiments show that 	 remains near-

ly constant at the higher atomization pressures and. that c 

approximates w X conet. Between the jet velocity w and 

the atomization pressure p there exists the relation 

WZ_ 2 

2g	 •.Y 

As tho prcsure lncrcLcu, the discharge coefficient L a 

proaches a constant final value. In the domain of our exper-

iments and even v.rhere we have already assumed the course of the 
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•	 zones to be rectilinear,	 varies quite noticeably. donse-

quently the diameter of the drops, if it should really change 

•	 rectilinearly as a function of one or both the quantities c 

•	 (or w) or •p in the ioarithrnic system of coordinates, could 

not do this also as a function of one of the other quanti-

t i e s • Unf or tunat ely our experimental results ar e yet incu f-

ficient to determine definitely whether the zones are recti-

liner either in the D-p diagram or in the D-c diagram. 

It is possible that the zones in both cases change into curves, 

upward. in the D-p diagram with increasing pressure and down-

ward in the D-c diagram with increasing velocity. As a re-

suit of the bendiig of the zones, tho exponents of the eqUa-

tions must also change. Hence we can conclude that oven 

thesc are not only a function.of the physical characteristics 

of the liquids, but also of thc mechanical processes in the 

atomization and iust therefore change with p or w. Even 

the equations in the general form, D' p or	 c = constant, 

arenot applicable throuiout the whole length of the zones, 

since they were likewise roduced only under the assumption 

	

•	 • of the rectilinear course of the size of the drops : in the 

	

•	 logarithmic system of coordinates, while in reality the ex 

ponents, as well as the constants, are functions of the pres 

sure (or velocity) and of the spiral motion. It is therefore 

obvious that the confining of our experimental results to ree-

•	 tilincar zones nmist be done with reservations and that the 

validity of the formulas found -for these zones, in the •region
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whore the i:icasurcments wore made, must be limited for p, 

from about 10 to 50 kg/crtl 2 , and for c, from about 30 to 100 

m/scc. But although no generally applicable law can be cicrivod 

directly from our experimental results, we can noverthcless 

demonstrate, with respect to the physical properties of tho 

fluids that, at thc beginning of the zones and hence in thc 

region of the rninimui jot velocities, tho vlocitics nccesary 

to prOdUce drops of like size with a given nozzle, arc ro-

r	 latod. to onc another in approximately the same ratio as thc 

viscosities of the liquids. From the convergence of the zones, 

we can futhor conclude that the cffoct of the viscosity on 

the formation of drops diminishes as the velocity increases. 

The effcct of the surface tension appears, on the contrary, 

•	 to increase constantly as the velocity of the jot increases. 

At very high atoiization pressures, this would cause the zones 

of our two exper±i:'enta1 liquids to coincide, since the differ-

ence in their oai1larity is small. 

Uixing the Atomized Fuel with Air 

We will now consiaer the results of the atomization ex-

periments :ith referonce to the combustion requirements from 

the important viewpoiiits of atomization, distribution and 

penetration, as mentioned in the introduction. 

•	 The fineness of the drops is not satisfactory. Though 

•	 some very fine irops are formed, especially in the cloud around
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the no:zle, most of the drops i: the jet exceed 0.05 mm in 

dia'meter at the pressures employed in our experiments. Conse-

quently, in conipressorless ("solid injection") Diesel engines, 

very high pump pressurce must be employed in order to produce 

drops fine enough for satisfactory combustion. The ultra-

microscopic investigations of Millikan demonstrate that much 

finer drops can be. obtained than in our experiments. His fin-

est oil drops had dia.ictcrs ranging from 0.013 down to 0.0006 

mm, probably about the same as for the oil drops in the above-

mentioned oil cloud. Millikan t s measurements were made on 

individual drops and cannot therefore '13e transferred directly 

to the mean diameter o the drops in the jet. We may, how-

ever, assume that the mçan diameter of the drops produced 'Dy 

Millikan is much sriiallcr than the values we obtained, because 

he used en air atomizer. With atomization by means of an air 

stream the drops bcco:;e incomparably smaller than with solid 

injection, of which we can easily convince ourselves by thc 

simple observation of experiments with the mOst primitive gar-

don sprayers and which is confirmed by comparative experiments 

with compressorless engines and. those vith compressed-air in-

j ection. 

Concerning the direction am distribution of the drops 

in thc jet, much has already been said in discussing the spi-

ral motion, the formation of the cone and its shape, so that 

it is not necessary to go into details here. In general, it 

r
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may bc said that the distribution of the jet d its conical 

shape depend mainly on the shape of the noz1c and that, with 

our nozzle, this was not very satisfactory on account of the 

relatively Ellail cone angle and especially on account of the 

high pressure required. for increasing the cone angle. The 

long atomizer rods se entirely unnecessary, since the rcqui-

site spiral motion can be produced by short grooves, while 

the long rods only poduco rriorc friction and consequent pros-

sure losses in the pipes. 

In order to judgo the distribution of the drops in the 

combustion chamber, we must discover how much the original 

velocity of the drops on leaving the nozzle is diminished by 

the resistance of the air. A drop encounters a resistance 

proportional to a function which increases with the velocity 

w. At low velocities, the resistance increases in proportion 

to the first power of tho velocity and the r iscosity of the 

'tir, since, according to Stokes, formula W = 3 ri d w. 

At higher velocities, the resistance increases (acccrdin to 

Newton's ltr of resistance) approximatly as the square of 

the velocity and in proportion to the mass density of the air 

and the projection of tho drop in its direction of :iotioa. 

-	 F w 2 = r L 

•	 Thc coefficient is an empirically determined number, which 

must be function of Reynolds number R. ifr f (R). Reynolds
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number is H =
1, 

Vie will determine the latter for the size of our drops 

and select, as an example, an atomization eerimcnt with ker-

osene at a pressure of 42 kg/cm2. The mean drop diameter 

d = 0.055 rnril = O,000055z. The mean velocity of the jet (w) 

is about 80 rn/Sec. The kinematic viscosity of the air is 

qg	 ii cn,sec. 
L	 L 

= 0.000166 to 0.000200 g/crn Sec. 	 V 

•	 L (for air at 760 mm Hg and 1500) 	 0.001226 g/crn, whence

we obtain a mean of 1, 0.15 cm2/sec. Hence 

R= 80 x 0.000055 x 100 x 100 300 
0.15 

This Reynolds nurither is extremely small. According to 

Prandtl's experiments on the air resistance of spheres, •a 

velocity of 

H U -	 300 )< QI_ 0.064 m/jc = 64 mm/sec. 
= d. - 100 X 100 x 0.07 

would be required (with iechanical1y similar processes of flow), 

for the smallest sphere (diameter 70 mm) tested by Prandtl. 

No experimental investigations of the processes of flow in 

the air at such low velocities have thus far been published, 

•	 so that it appears doubtful as to which of the two resistance 

* See	 itteilunen ax's der Gttinger Modcllversuchsanstait,U 
No. 16, and "Der uftvdderstand von Kugeln," C. V'ieselsberger, 
in ' t Zeitschrift fur Fiugtechnik und Lotor1uftschiffahrt," 1914, 
p. 140.
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formulas arplies to the case in hand. We now know, from 

Lenard t s experiments, that the transition to the quadratic law 

takes place at the final velocity of rater droos having a diam-
eter of 

0.29 nm. According to Stokes t formula, this final y e-

locity is

=.	 rr2 s 
9 

and therefore

w = ' water 2 
181 

for 

•	 11	 0.000172	
g	

is 1 =	 0.0000C175 kp_xsec. 
•	 cmxsec.	 g	 rn 

- 1000 x 0.000292 
w -
	

2.6 ri/sec. 

for which we obtain the following Reynolds nuiber 

R wd 2.Gx0.00023 x 1PO x 100	 50 
0.15 

For our atomization d.rops of 0.000055 m diameter, we would 

therefore obtain the following velocity as the upper limit for 

the applicability of Stokes' formula, 

w	 Ri.'	 -	 50 X 0•	
___ 'S-' 13.6 in'scc. 

d	 0.00C'355 x 100 x 100 

Our discharge velocities are much ;rcatcr, so that the quad-

ratic rcsistancc 1W applioc. It is only aftcr tho drops have 

lost the 1arcr part of their initial velocity that Stokes' 

lavi can be applied to thcr.	 t the velocity limit of 13.6 m/scc., 

-	 the rccita:'icc computed by one formula must be nearly tho same
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as when computed by the other formula. 

the fo1lowin equation 

3 iT T d w = "V 

from which we obtain

We can therefore employ 

mci 
4 

'4r=	 l2? 
PLdV	 dvi	 R 

Since we have already obtained the Reynolds number R 50 

	

for the velocity lii.iit, we have 'V 
=	

= 0.24. This value 

agrees exactly v:ith the resistance figures found by Prandtl in 

his Gttinen experiments with spheres and we will therefore 

use it in our furthcr calculations. On comparing 4r with 

Lenard's value A = 0.153 (See Part I, Technical Aemorandum 

No. 29), we have 

'V -	 A	 - x 0.153 = 0.204. 
o	 3 

Starting ith atomi'ation pressures of different mai-

tudes, we will now determine the velocities and distances tra y

-crscd by -the drops (for their correspondingly determined diame-

ters and initial velocities) with relation •o the time elapsed. 

In order to obtain a coiiprehensive picture, we will distribute 

the selected atorizatioi pressurcs over a region extending up 

to 1000 kE/cm 2 . Wo v.i11 have to take thc corresponding drop 

diaictcrs, in so far as they do not lie v;ithin the field of 

our cxporimcntal results, from the ilotted atomization zones 

and like':risc compute the corresponding initia1 velocitics with 

L
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the a.i. of extrapolated p curves. We iedhave no fear that 

the cxrapo1a,ted values may not correspond to reality, because, 

as we shall see later, that would make very little difference 

with the results of the computation and none at all with th 

conclusions which can be drawn. The computation will be made 

for two different cases: atomization in the open air, as in 

our experiments, and atomization in a Diesel engine. 

We do not yet know how imich the degree of atomization 

changes in the highly corpresscd air in the engine. However, 

on account of the great importance of this case, we will make 

the computation on the assumption that the size of the drops 

remains the same as in the open air. We shall see later that 

•	 even this assurpt1on can in no way impair the final result of 

thc computation. 

For the Diesel engine, we will take the normal case in 

which air, at atmospheric tension and about 110°C initial tern-

perature in the cylinder is compressed to about 32 atmospheres 

additional pressure. The chosen atomization pressures will 

then be greater than the compression tension and will ther 

fore be designated in the computation tables as pressure dif-

ferences. Kerosene will be the atomization liquid. We will 

divide the time into very short intervals to correspond to the 

very rapid course of the combustion processes in a Diesel en-

gine.

The acceleration force of a drop is P = m 	 and its
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mas3 i	
n = ____	 =	

Pp. Tho force muct novi cqu:1 tho 

rcsistancc, i.e. 

0

P::_W 

i-rd3 PYL=_! PL=JL.!v,2 
6 dt 4 

whe:ico it follo'7s that

1.5*PL - w2 
ciPp 

We will :io 1:r put = k	 and. will next deter-
dPp dYp 

mine this constant for each drop dir.i:;etcr in both computation 

cas is.
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Table III. 

Velocity and distance traversed by a crop after passing from 
the nozzle into air under atniospheric pressure. 

Pressure difference 	 10	 20	 50 
1 

100	 200 

	

pkgjcr	 ___ I____ ___- ____ 

Drop dianeter d :nm 	 0.08].	 0.067	 0.053	 0.044	 0.037 

Theoretical discharge	 49.2	 69.5	 110	 155	 220ve1ocit wth rn/soc.

	

0.660	 0.735	 0.770	 0.785	 0.795 

Discharge velocity	
32.5	 51.0	 84.0	 121.7	 175w0 m/se. 

•	 k 1/rn	 i	 6.7	 8.0	 10.2	 12.2	 14.6 

Timc T soc. 

0.0000232.4	 50.6	 33.4	 118.0 166.0 
0.00003	 32.2	 50.0	 81.2	 113.0 1Eh.0 
0.0001	 31.8	 49.0	 78.0	 106.0 139.0 

	

Velocity	 0.0002	 31.1	 47.1	 72.2	 94.0 116.0 

	

w rn/soc.	 0.0005	 29•3	 42.5	 59.3	 70.0	 77.0 
0.001	 26.6	 36.2	 4.4	 49.0	 49.2 
0.002	 22.6	 28.0	 31.0	 oO.7	 28.b 

	

w	 °	 0.00	 13.5	 16.8	 15.9	 14.5	 17.7 
1 + w0 kt	 0.01	 10.2	 10.0	 8.8	 7.7	 6.6 

0.02	 6.1	 5.6	 4.6	 4.0	 3.35 

0.0000	 0.00053 0.00099 0.00165 0.00242 0.0033 
O.0000D 0.0Q164 0.00249 0.00413 0.0058 0.0083 
0.0001	 0.90325 0.00502 0.0081 0.0113 0.0156 
0.0002	 0.00643 I 0009250.0156 0.0213 0.0283 

	

Distance	 0.0005	 0.0156 0.0228 0.0350 0.0454 0.0564 
traversed	 0.001	 00297 0.0429 0.0O8 0.0744 0.0870 

s in	 0.C'02	 0.0545 0.0748 0.0987 0.113	 0.124 

	

1	 0.0O5	 0.101	 0.139	 0.164	 0.175	 0.180 
s	 1o(1+w0 kt) .0l	 0.173	 O.2O3	 0.222	 0.226	 0.24 

	

I 0.02	 0.20 1 0.277	 0.285	 0.280	 0.270
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Tabic III (Cont. 

Velocity and distance traversed by a drop after passing from 
• the nozzle into air under atmosphericpressure. _________ 

Pressure difference 
p_kg/cm

400 -.	 600 800 1000 _____ 

Drop dieter d mm 0.031

_____ 

0.028

_____ 

0.026

_____ 

0.024 

Theoretical discharge 
velocity Wth rn/sec. 311 381 440 492 

0.805 0.810 0,812 0.814 

Discharge velocity
250 308 357	

..
400 

k 1/rn	 k = •5 17.6 19.5 21.1 22.5 

Time ¶8Cc. 

0.00002 230 275 310 393 
0.00005 205 237 258 276 

• 0.0001 174 192 204 210. 
Velocity 0.0002 133 140 143 143 

7877 75.2 w rn/sec. 0.0005 72.8 
0.001 46.3 44 42.0 .40.0 
0.002 25.5 23.7 22.3 21.0 

w	 ____ 0.005 10.9 10.0 9,2 8.7 
1 + Wo kt 0.01 5.6 5.05 4.5 4.4 

_______________ 0.02 2.8 2.54 2.36 2.2 
0.00002 0.0048 0.0058 0.0066 0.0074 
0.00305 0.0113 0.0134 0.0152 0.0165 
0.003]. 0.0207 0.0241 0.0265 0.0285 
0.0002 0.0358 0.0404 0.0434 0.0458 

Distance 0.0005 . 0. 0660 0.0711 0. 0742 0. 0756 
traversed 0.001 0.0959 0. 1000 0.101 0.102 

s m 0.002 0.1295 0.1315 TO13l 0.130 

s= 1og(l±w0 kt)
0.005 • 
0.01

0.173 
0.205

0.170 
0.200 

0.1?8T 
0.216

0T?6 
0.211	 • 

0.02 0.255 0.246 0.238 0.23.

L.
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Table IV.. 

Velocity arid distance trversod by a crop after passing fr'm 
the noz10 into ir uncr 3.3 atm. ad-iticna1 prosirc. 

Pressure difcrcncc 10 20 50 100 200 
p_ kg/c 2 _______ 

Drop diameter d mr 0.081

_______ 

0.067

_______ 

0.053

_______ 

0.044

____ 

0.037 

Theorotio1 discharge 
velocity vi	 u/sec. 49.2 69.5 110 155 220 

p. 0.660 0.735 0.770 0.785 0,795 

Discharge velocity 
w0 u/sec. 32.5 51.0 84.0 121.7 175 

k 1/rn	 k 99 120 150 182 220 
d 

IT ir. e	 rscc. 

0.00002

-_____ 

30.5

______ 

45.5

_____ _______ 

84.4

________ 

99 
0.00005 28.0 39.1 l.8 57.7 60 

3b.l 0.0001 24.6 31.6 37.3 37.8 
Velocity	 0.0032 19.7 23.0 23.9J 22.4 20.1 

w rn/sec.	 0.0005 12.5 12.6 10.0 8.8 11.5 
0.001 7.7 6.2 5.2 4.4 7.2 
0.002 3.9 3.2 2.7 2.2 4.4 

w =
	 0O05 1.9 1.6 1.3 1.1 0.9 

1+W0	 0.01 1.0 0.82 0.66 0.52 
______I______ 

0.45 
______	 ____-- 

0.00002
______ 
0.00063

______ 
0.00096

____ 
0.00151 0.00202 0.00259 

0.00035 0.00151 0.00222 0.00327 0.00411 0.00487 
0.0001 0.00282 0.00398 0.00:46 0.00644 0.00718 

Distance	 0.0002 0.00503 
13.0097

0.00664 0.00844 0.00931 0.00983 
traversed	 I	 0.0005 0.0117 0.0133 t 0.0137 0.0136 

s rn	 0.001 10.0145 0.0163 0.0174 JO.0 0.0171 
0.002 10.0202 0.0215 0.0218 10.0209 0.0198 

s=-log(1+w0 kt)	 0.005 
0.01

0.0287 
0.0354

0.0288 
öC344

O.G?780.0259 
0.0324 10.0297

0.0239 
0.0270
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Table IV (Cont.) 

Velocity and distance traversed by a drop after passing from 
the nozzle into air under 32 atm. adfltional pressure. 

Pressure difference 
p_kg/cm2 400 600 800 1000 

Drop diameter d mm

______ 

0.031

_________ 

0.028

______ 

0.026

______ 

0.024 

Theoretical discharge 311 381 440 492 velocity Wth rn/sec.

0.805 810 0.812 0,814 

Discharge velocity 
w0 rn/sec. 250 308 357 400 

k 1/rn	 k 260 290 312 330 d.

Time T sec. 

To.00002 109	 - 111 110 110 
0.00005 54.1 52.6 58.9 56.4 
0.0001 33.4 31.0 29.2 28.2 

Velocity 0.0002 17.9 16.4 15.2 14.6 
w rn/sec. 0.0005 7.5 6.8 6.3 6.0 

0.001 3.8 3.4 3.16 3.0 
0.002 1.9 1.7 1.58 1.51 

w	
W0 0.0O5 0.77 0.69 0.64 0.60 

'No kt 0.01 0.38 0.34 0.32 0.30 

0.00002 0.00320 0.00353 0.00377 0.00392 
0.00005 0.00557 0.00586 0.00605 0.00i0 
0.0001 0.00775 0.00792 0.00802 0.00804 

Distance 0.0002 0.01014 0.01O1 0.01O 0.01002 
O.0135 
0.0l1 

traversed 0.0005 
0.001	 I

0.0132 0.0129 0.0127 
cm 0.0155 0.01S1 0.0148 

00O2	 I 0.0187 0.0179 10.0174 0.0169 
s=1og(1+.v0kt 0005	 I 0.0222 0.0210 iO.0203 0.0197 

/ 0.01	 10.0249 0.0234 10.0225 0.0218
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In both caces vie have approximately 

•	 Y'p (kerosene at 18.6°c) = 0.812 x 1000 	 812 kg/cm 

-
9.91	 m4 

1. Atomization in open air. 

L (air at 760 mm Hg and 15°C)	 0.001226 g/cm3 

1.226	 1 kg x Sec.2 
L	 9.81 8	 rn4 

2. Ato:dzation in engine. 

For polytropic ccmoiession, we have 

and	 - = (a.' r 
•	 T	 \p1) 

Then p = 1; p = 33; n = 1.3; T 1 = 383°; ; = 18 kg/rAl3 

and T2	 858°. P2	 9.81 = 1.84 k xsec.2 

We then have for k 

In Open air,

1.5X0.24X 1000 1 
8 x 82.6 d	

[- .or d in 11i.'l] 

0.E45 

In en;ino,	

:: 
L5x 0.24x 1000 x 1.84 [1 for d in mm] 

k=a 

After cetermining the constants for both computation cases,



kt 
w

w 
1 + w0kt

1 = I + wpkt 
w 
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by dividing by the individual crop diameters, we again continue 

our first computation. 

dw...	 ,

w
	

t 
= - k dt
	 I	 = - k I d.t 

wo w 

0 

I,

If we desi{nate the distance traversed by s, we have 

w0 dt 
w=	 hence 

C	 t	 - 
w0ctt I 

ds=f lfv,0kt 

S	 Ln (1 + w0 k t) 

The velocities and distances, computed according to the 

above fo:itulas, are given in the accompanying tables, both 

for atomization in the open air (Table III) and in an engine 

(Table ri). In order to make thc computed results still clear-

er, thcy arc plotted in Figs 30--31 against the time and the 

atomization pressure. 

The computation sLo'qs that the velocity ol' a drop diriin-

ihe very rapidly with reference to the time and that, therc-

fore, the distance traversed almost completely ceases to in-
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crease after a few thousandths of a second. 

•	 As an example suitcd to the operating conditions of a corn-

prôssorlcss Diesel engine, we will consider the behavior of 

a drop which has a diameter o'f 0.03 mm and is driven by a puip 

pressure of 432 atm., with an initial velocity of 250 rn/sec., 

into a compression chamber full of air under 32 atm. above 

normal atmospheric pressure. After 0.0001 second its velocity 

is only about 30 rn/sec. and the distance traversed is only' 

about 8 mm. After 0.001 sec. the velocity has fallen to about 

4 rn/sec. (Here Stokes' law must already apply) and the dis-

tance has increased to 16 mm. After 0.01 sec. the velocity 

has fallen to only 0.4 n/sec. (practically 0) and the distance 

*	 traversed has about reached Its upper limit. In the meantime, 

however, the combustion prqcoss flTLiSt have been completed. 

Whether the drops are a little larger or smaller does not 

affect the gist of the matter. For the cas in the engine, 

the most we cati assume is that the drops, produced by injec-

tion into the compressc air, are, on account of the greater 

air resistance, smaller than in the open air. If they should 

be very raich smaller, our computation would give very crude 

results. 

The smaller thc drops, the faster they lose their velocity. 

Even if, with increasing pressure, the smaller drops, on ac-

count of their initial velocity, traverse a longer distance in 

-	 the first moment,. this distance approaches its upper limit all 

the more rapidly and the larger drops, which are produced at a 

L -•	 .--•	 -.	 ---,••• --•.-•	 '0	 •.
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lower pressure and therefore have a lower initial velocity, very 

soon overtake the smaller drops. Vie therefore obtain, for a 

given time interval with increasing atomiatiOn pressure and. 

consequent -ecrcasing size of d.rops, ' first an increase in ire-

locity and distance and. then a decrease in both. The limit is 

indicate. in the tables. by a heavy dividing line. As the time 

increases, the limit is shifted farther into the region of 

smaller atomization pressures. This means that in order to go 

•	 the farthest, a drop must be larger in proportion to the time 

allowed .it to traverse the distance. The maxima are so in-

conspicuous in the plotted diagrams tht they can hardly be 

distingaished. 

•

	

	 In the open air, the distance traversed by a drop is 

counted in centimeters and..in the engine only in millimeters. 

We can, therefore, sum up the result of our computation in a 

sentence: I the short time required. for the combustion, a 

single drop does not have the power to penetrate the air any 

appreciable distance. 

That the drops do, nevertheless, penetrate the space, is 

due to the whole jet, which imparts to the surrounding air a 

- '	 whirling motion, which carries the individual drops along with 

it. The total kinematic energy of all the drops is therefore 

transmitted to the air. The air is not given a stationary 

whirling motion, but a flow in the direction of the jet 	 Its 

velocity is accelerated by the drops, while the velocity of
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the drops ther.selves is diminished. The drops are thus, in 

fact, soon brought to a standstill in relation to the air, 

but the task of distributing the drops in space has been trans-

ferred to the surrounding air. This phenomenon was beautifully 

shown in the water-filled glass balloon, since the density of 

the rater was cbou.t 56 times as great as the density of the 

air com)rcssed at 32 atm. and the motions were correspondingly 

slow.

If we have a jet in the form of the surface of a cone, 

then the surrounding air, at least in so far as the drops are 

fairly contiguous, attains almost the same velocity as the jet, 

while the air inside the cone forms eddies and likewise flows 

back on the outside with the formation of eddies. The finest 

drops arc the most easily deflcctcd by the air eddies outward 

or inward from the hollow cone. We can therefore understand 

how a fine oil cloud is formed outside the cone, especially 

at high atomization pressures, and Is carried upward in shreds. 

The experiments in catching the drops on a pad always showed 

that the sullcst drops were in the center and on the periphery 

of the atomization pattcrn. When, on observing a jet in the 

open air, such a smril .irop flies from the side of the cone 

it is seen to des.ribe a very short curve and immediately lose 

its velocity and ocrhaoc even be carried upward by the air. 

•

	

	 Even when the jet has just left the nozzle, its velocity

with relation to the air (so long as the jet is continuous)
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is small in comparison ruth its aolute velocity in space, 

since the air from above flows down along the nozzle in the 

direction of the jet. Consequently, we iust assume that the 

resistance of the air can exert but a relatively small inf1u 

ence on the formation of the drops. 

The traisfcr of the energy from the jet to the air is ac-

complished. all the more completely, the closer the surface of 

the jet is exposed to the air. It is therefore useless to tear 

the jet apart by a very strong spiral motion with the object 

of distributing the drops as much as possible in the combus-

tion charher, for the broader the cone, the greater is the 

mass of air it must set in motion and, therefore, the smaller 

•	 the velocities (for jets of equal strength) which will be im-

parted to the air cl2rrents. For this reason, as demonstrated 

by Hawkcs, Chaloncr, Hesselmann and. othorc, nozzles with sin-

gle smooth bocs, 7ithout any artificially produced. spiral mo-

tion, and. giving Oi1.y a noderately broad conical jot, have 

proved to be the bect in practice, especially for large engines. 

On the other hard, it is possible to so adapt the shape of the 

combustion chamber., that the air will flow in certain direc-

tions along its walls and thus effect the most thorough distri-

butl.on of the fuel in the chamber. 

From the above, it follows that, along with the fineness 

of the drops, the most important condition for perfect combus-

tion is the suitable circulation of the air. This is also dem-

onstratecl by the good results recently obtained with engines
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having a specially shaped piston for setting up eddies in the 

combustion c.harnber, and likewise with engines in which the en-

ergy rcu]ting from a preliminary partial explosion is utilized 

to drive the fuel into the combustion chamber, while sir4TIllta-

neously setting up eddies in the air. 

In conclusion, let us briefly compare a "solid-injectiont' 

engine with an "air-injection" engine, with reference to the 

production of air eddied by the energy of the jet. The energy 

•	 of a jet, as it leaves the nozzle, is given by the expression 

•	 i-. In the "air-injection" method there is, in addition to 

the fuel charge, an almost equal mass of compressed air which 

receives throu€;h its expansion a very high exit velocity which, 

in turn, is also imparted to the oil drops enclosed in the corn-

•	 pressed air. In order to produce an equally great energy of 

flow by "solid injection," an extremely high pump pressure 

would have to ho ernploycd.* It is, therefore, obvious that 

* Neumann, "Untersuchungcn an der Diesel-maschine' Z.d.V.d.I., 
1923, p. 755. 

For a 50 -. engine under full load and n = 216 R.P.L1., in a 
working test, the load ws found to be: 

Gas oil (/ = 0.S?g)	 0.00165 kg; 
Injection air (is C, 1 atm.)	 0.001228 m3 = 0.00146 kg. 

The discharge velocity (w), with adiabaic expansion, under an 
"air-injection" pressure of 61 atm. (50 0) against a copres-
sion oreI:sure of 35 atm., is 306 rn/sec. The energy of flow is 

E Gair + Gfuel)	 14.8 rn/kg 

The production of the same energy by pressure atomization ("solid 
injectior)') requires:	 ______ 

w = /14.8 x09.81 = J17600 41 rn/sec. 

p =	 and on the assumption that p = 0.8 is

(Continued at foot df next page) 
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the "air-injection" method is vastly superior to "solid injec-

tion" for producing turbulence in the air. 

The different jet forms, described in Part II, Technical 

Memorandum No. 330, lead to the conclusion that neighboring 

liquid particles in the jet have velocities of different rnag-

nitude and direction. Even in the orifice of the nozzle, dif-

ferences in velocity are produced by the retardation, through 

friction, of the particles next to the wall. These particles, 

•

	

	 in turn, retard the neighboring particles toward the center 

of the jet. Hence the velocity is highest in the middle of 

the jet and diminishes toward the outside. The different di-

rections of tho liquid particles are due to the shape of the 

walls between which they flow and to the spiral motion of the 

j et.

After the liquid particles have left the nozzle with a 

certain velocity and direction, they move freely through the 

air and set it likewise in motion. All the particles, both of 

tho liquid and of the air, have, at every point, a force KT 

corresponding to their mass m and their acceleration b. 

Hence KT = m b. 

The resulting acceleration force is determined by the fol-

lowing forces: 

*
(Continued from Page 35) 

17600 x 0.878 p	 O.642 x 9.81	
10 = 1230 kg/cm2 

Hence the injection must be about twenty times as large.

-
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1. Tt.e force of rravity K5 , found by multiplying the 

mass m by the acceleration due to gravity g. Hence K 3 = mg. 

If, under the influence of gravity, the processes of flow take 

place in accordance with the law of mechanical similitude, we 

have, according to Froude, c/jT	 const.* If the correspond-
ing velocities, distances and times are designated by c 1 c2, 

11	 , t t 2 , the following relations exist between their 

ratios:	
1t2	

tJ 
_he forces of friction KR, due to the viscosity of 

the liquid and of the air. If the coefficient of friction is 

decignatccl'by y and if ôc/ôu denotes the velocity variations 

•	 ôc, while advancing a distance ôu in the vertical direction 

on the friction surface, then the molecular or adhesive ten-

sion, produced on the area F by the viscosity of the liquid 

and of the air, is	 whence we obtain KR	 F, as 

the force of friction. 

In iccflanicalIy si1ilar processes, the Reynolds law ap-

plies to the liquid fric'ion and, if we dcsinate the mass den-

sity of the liquid by p = ev/g and its kinematic viscosity by 

V	 ri/p, we obtain cl/fl - const. The following relations 

then exist between the ratios of the velocities, distances and 

times

= l.1	 =	 = V2 l2 
1•	 12	 Al t 2t2	 t2	 V1 l2' 

*Weber, "Die Grundlagen der Achnlichkeitsmechanik und. ihre 
V erwcrtung,," Jahrbuch der Schiffbautechni achen Gesellschaf.t, 
1919.
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3. The capilaforccs due to tll'3 surface tension of 

th liquid. The tension in the top layer of a liquid a. (cap-

illary constant) is due to a capillary force Kk, which acts 

along a unit distance on the surface. Hence KK	 l . In

analogy vtith the Reynolds law, a corresponding law can be de-

rived for mechanically similar processes due only to the effect 

of capillary forces. If vie again designate the mass density 

of the liquid by p = ey/g 
and. its kinematic capillarity by 

K = o./Ø, we obtain •---	 const. For the relations between 

the velocities, distances and times, we then have 

=7i1	 /K2i 

c2 J K, 1,	 12	 K2 t 2	 t2 J K1 '2 

In order to determine the simultaneous eifect of the vis-

coity and capillary forces for mechanically similar processes, 

the following conditions, derived from the above formulas, must 

be fulfilled: c	 = conet.; also c n /a = const. For the

velocities, distancos and times, we then have 

= '2	
-	 K2	 -	 K22 

C2	 K2	 - '2 K3	
-	 K2 

While, in the separate consideration of the effects of gravity, 

viscosity and capillarity for mechanically similar processes, 

the choice of the ratio of one of the three quantities, c, 1, 

and t, remains open, neither of the ratios is optional for 

the mutual effect of vic.osity and capillarity, but they are 

all det3rmincd by the physical properties of the liquia.s corn-

pared.
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If gas oil is designated by the index 1 and. kerosene by the 

iniex 2, we obtain, for our two experimental liquids, 

c 1 : C2	 1 : 3.2	 = 10.3	 t1 : t2	 33 

These ratios are impracticable for our experiments. In this 

connection, it is only necessary to call attention to the fact 

that the nozzle employed in the gas-oil experiments would have 

to have a diameter 10.3 times as large as in the keroseneex-

periments. We can, therefore, with our two liquids, produce 

no mechanically very similar phenomena and must content our-

selves with an approximate comparison of the liquids with re-

spect to the different forces individually, whereby the siil-

taneous effect of tho other forces must be disregarded.. This 

does not matter, in so far as it regards gravity, since the 

latter, on account of the high velocities of the liquid parti-

des, can exert but a relatively small influence on theni. On 

the other iind, it naturally would make a difference to disre-

gard completely, on one occasion, the etfect of the frictional 

forceo and, on another occasion, the eifect of the capillary 

forces, since both, acting simultaneously, rrn.st exert a very 

great influence on the processes in the jet. We have two liq-

-	 uids wi1ose viscosity differs reat1y, v7hile their capillarity 

is almost exactly the same. We can, therefore, at least Cs-

tablish apDroxirnateiy similar mechanical phenomena, whether thc 

effect of the viscosity or of the capillarity is the greater. 

.--	 .	 .	 .	 ..-
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The friôtional forces make it necessary, v:ten 	 , :	 = 1 

is chosen, that c, : 02 = 3.2 and, v'hen c 1 : c2	 1 is 

choscn, that l	 12	 3.2. For the capillary forccs, we 

must have c : 02 = 1, vrhen i : 12	 1, and convcrsly. 

On considering the jet forms in the order of their occir-

renco with increasing pressure, we find that at first, with 

very small pressures and correspondingly small discharge vcloc-

ities, the flow in the nozzle is laminar, but that it sub&e-

quen-tly becomes turbulent at higher pressures. This phenome-

non inside the nozzle is due to friction. The transition from 

the laminar to the turbulent flow takes place, according to 

Reynolds, at a velocity of c = Rt/l . If the inside diameter 

of the nozzle, d	 0.53 mm, is substituted for 1 in the 

computation, then R is approximately 2000, an empirically-

found number, which applies to fluid streams in smooth tubes 

(See Kohlrausch, "Praktische Physik," 1921, p. 249). The 

critical velocity was found to be 28 rn/sec. for gas oil and 

8.7 rn/sec. for kerosene. The corresponding atomization pres-

sures, without any special device for producing spiral motion, 

are 8.8 kg/cm2 for gas-oil and 4 k/cm2 for kerosone. In the 

experiments without atomizer rods, it was found that, as soon 

as these pressures were reached (i.e., at the instant when the 

flow inside the nozzle became turbulent) the sickle-shaped 

phenomena and constrictions began to appear. In the experi-

ments with atomizer rods, on the other hand, the sickles and
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constrictions of the stream wce found to begin at a lower 

prssure. In fact, the stroncr the spiral motion, the lower 

tha pressure. For gas oil the precsie varies from 4.5 kg/cm2 

down to 2 kg/cm2 ; for kerosene, from about 3 kg/cm2 down to 

-.	 2 kg/cm2. The stream inside the noz1e is set in rotation by 

the spiral motion, whereby the periphcrai ve2.ocity of the liq-

uiI particles increases inversely as their distance from the 

longitudinal axis of tho nozzle. The velocity differences of 

•	 neighboring liquid particles increase acccding to the size 

anti. direction of motion of the particles. It is obvicus that 

turbulence thus begins sooner than in a stream where all the 

particles move in ioarly the same direction. The Reynolds 

•	 number, for a stream with a spiral motion, n.st therefçre de-

crease as the latter inc-ceases. At the instant the flow in 

the nozzle becomes turbulent, the liquid particles are separat-

ed from the walls by vortices. This diminishes the resistance 

due to friction with relation to the increasing resistance of 

the eddies inside the stream and the velocity differences of 

neighboring particles suJdenly diminish, which is recognizable 

in the rapid projection of the sickles from the mouth of the 

nozzle and their rapid increase In l3ngth for any further 

slight increase in pressure. So long as the flow is laminar, 

the particles on the surface of the jot have such a low veloc-

ity that the radial components of the latter, produced by the 

spiral motion, cause no visible change in the smooth cylindric-

al shape of the jet necessitated, by the capillary force. Dur-
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ing the beginning of the turbulence, however, thc velocity of 

the particles on thc surface of the stream incroaces rapidly, 

an 1ikeiee its radial components, thus causing the jot to 

widen. At this mor.ent the rapidly increasing effect of the 

spiral motion, just under the nozzle orifice, is evident. So 

long, however, as the surface of the jet reriains closed, as 

the reu1t of Its capillary force, the j et cn spread only in 

one direction. In the other direction, it becomes all the 

thinner and the sickles and fan-shapes are formed. The capil-

lary force also increases proportionally with the linear widen-

ing of the sickles. By the latter, the fluid particles which 

possess an outward motion are aain deflected back toward the 

•	 middle of the jet. Consequently the particles describe curves 

and come together again in 'a node. Their paths intersect and 

new sickles are fcrmc. At the beginning of the phenomenon, 

i.e., so long as the jet closes again in a node under the last 

sickle, the surface of the sickle increases •as the velocity 

of the jet increases. Since, with a strong spiral motion, 

the turbulence phenomena and sickles occur at lower discharge 

velocities and the sickles grow wider, the length of the sick-

les is considerably 1cs in the discharge experiments with 

atomizers II arid III. 

Farther down on the jet, at the distance L 2 from the 

nozzle (Fig. 21,A), the outermost layers of liquid gradually 

begin to separate from the jet, by overcoming the capillary
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force, and brcak up into drops. This phenomei-on is cau.00d by 

the friction of the air and takes place, a.t th dfferit voloc-

ites of the jct, approximately accor1ing to tL	 av of inechan-

ica. si1nilitiic, i.e., as tho pressure and eThcity incIase, 

the: s€'paration point moves upward and L 2 becomes shorcr. 

For gas oil, flowing without spiral motion, ve finci, wicn L2 

and the correspondir1' discharge velocity are ±ntrocced into 

the Reynolds formula at a pressure increase of 6--b kg cm2 

that the closed jet begins to break up at a nurber 

R	 1,500,000 dow to 1,200,000. Vlith increasing discharge 

velocity, the number R decreases somcwhat, but if, on the 

othor hand, the constant for the formula of thc capillary force 

is deterLlincd, values rc obtainod which increase from about 

•	 6,600,030 t') 8,300,000. It follows, therefore, that both cap-

illary and frictional forces aid in causing the phenomenon. 

If we compar3 th formation of similar icklos and con-

strictions for gas oil and kerosce, we notc, in the discharge 

without spiral motion, tli'at the velocity ratios for like 

lengths are the largest at the beginning of the phoriouena and 

decrease with increasing length of the indi7±d.ual sickics and 

the correspording	 crease in their nunbcr. If we use the 

index 1 for gas oil and 2 for kerosene, we have: 

For 3 sckles of about 60 mm total length, 

p1
	 11 kg/cm2	 p2 = 4---5 kg/cm2	 c : 02	 2.6 

For ,2 sickbos of about 60 mm total length, 

p1
	 12 kg11 cm2 	 p2	 5-i- kg/c ri2 	 c1 : 02	 2.0
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For 1 sickle of about 60 mm length, 

p = 13 kg/cm2	 p2 8 kg,'cm2	 c : c2	 1.4 

If only frictiona.l forces were present, the length-ratio con-

stant viould. e 3.2, while if only capillary forces were acting, 

it would. be 1. From the decrease in the length ratio, vie may 

therefore conclude that the effect of the frictional force hs 

much to do viith the formation of the sickles, but that it de-

creases to the same dcrec as the effect of the capillary force 

increases with the increasing size of the individual sickles. 

If the discharge takes iace with a spiral motion, the length 

of the sicl'les is considerably less and it is no longer possi-

ble to obtain ick1cs of the same length and number with both 

experimental liquids. 

The further course of the transition from laminar to tur-

bulent flow is charn.ctcrized by the fact that, after the total 

length of the sickles has reached its naxinim, the lowest con-

strictions becin to change into an atomization cone. After 

the dissolution of the last node, there remains an oil spray 

which has the shape, due to the spiral motion, of an opening 

fan, whose length L (Fig. 21, G and H) rapidly diminishes 

and whose lower edge breaks up into drops. The decrease of L, 

with the inci'ae in the discharge velocity, indicates that a 

mechanical similarit y of the processes of flow is again being 

established in connection with further velocity increases. 

After the oil s-pray has become very short, it rolls together
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into a cone, under the influence of the spiral niotion. If we 

compare the two cxp nta1 liquids, when they have the same 

conical shape and the same length of 1;he oil spray (urd con-

ical shape, like Fig. 21, J or K, lenCth of oil pry 

L	 2 to 3 m) with reference to the discharge VelOcities, we 

obtain 

1. For nozzle without atomizer, 

p1 = 17 kg/crn2 	 c1	 45 rn/sec
c :c21.3 

p2	 11	 "	 c2 = 35.5 rn/sec. 

2. For nozzle with old atonizor, 

p1 = 13 kg/cm2	 c1	 35.5 rn/sec.
C 1 . c22.1 

p2	 5-6	 = 17.0 I! 

3. For nozzle vrth atomizer II, 

p1	 9 kg/ca2	 c1	 22.5 rn/soc.
2.2 

--	 It	 -mr	 II 
12	 - 

4. For nozzle wit.-i atomizer III, 

p 1 = '- k/cm2	 c1 = 18.5 fl/soc.
c : c2.-.2.3. 

p2 -4-	 I	 c2= 8 

The stronger the spiral motion, the more important the influ-

ence of the frictional foice hccomcu, with the production of 

similar jct shapes to be jui.g.d accoid.ing to the velocity ratio 

of the latter. If the discharge of both liquids occurs with-

out the spiral motion, or with equally strong pira1 motions, 

the phenor.ena conncctecl vith the forn.atjoi-i of the atomization 

cone, with increasing velocity, apparently d e pend increasingly
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on the e'feot of the cai11ary force, when we iitroc1uce into 

the conmarison the velocity ratios previously found for sirni-

lar sickle formations. 

After the transition frorn laminar to tur'oulcnt flow is 

completed., then, as in laminar flow, a rocurronce of the me-

chanical similarity of the flow phonomena, at different veloc-

ities for one and the same liquid, is to be expected... 1n the 

breaking up of the oil spray into drops, in case only capillary 

forces wore present, the drop diameters would have to decrease, 

according to the law of capillarity, inversely as the square 

of the velocity. The formulas, derived. from the experir.'ental 

results pagcs 6, 7 and. 8) prove, however, that the decrease 

in •the drop diameter takes place only in the inverse ratio to 

/5 and hence in a rnich less degree than One would suppose. 
The reason for this is to be sought in the other forces act-

ing in the jet si.mütaieous1y with the capillary force. In 

the discharge without the spiral motion, we obtain, for the 

same sizcd. drops of gas oil and kerosene, the following veloci-

ty ratio 

Drop diameter = 02 mm, c 1 :c2 = 8.3 rn/Eec. :3.3 rn/sec.	 2.5 

"	 = 0.?	 " c 1 :c2 39	 " :	 19 

II	 0.05	 " c 1 :c2 : 178	 I :107 l.7

Therefore it is necessary to determine, with increasing veloc-

ity, a transition from the constant which fixes a value 'or the 

exclusive effect of friction forces to the corresponding number 

for the capillary forces. 
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under what conditions an oil spray breaks up into drops. In 

further experiments, the relations should be so fashionod as 

to enable the fornulation of a theor y on the basis of the 

law of mechanical similitude. Thc experiments should there-

fore, be comparative and. employ mechanically similar processes. 

For e.ar.iple, parallel experiments to the above might ho under-

taken with two liquids differing as grcatly as possible in 

capillarity, while having the same viscosity. 

The main object of this investigation was to determine 

the size of the drops in mechanical at.omization. Should it, 

however, prove to be an incentive for further attempts to 

solve the roblom 0±' atomization, it would be a very gratify-

ing result. 

Translation by Dwight . Miner, 
1Tatioa1 Advisory Cc::imittee 
for Aoronautics. 

t
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